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Heat Transfer Measurements
of Oblong Pins
Pin fin arrays are employed as an effective means for heat transfer enhancement in the
internal passages of a gas turbine blade, specifically in the blade’s trailing edge. Various
shapes of the pin itself have been used in such arrays. In this study, oblong pin fins are
investigated whereby their long axis is perpendicular to the flow direction. Heat transfer
measurements were taken at the pin midspan with unheated endwalls to isolate the pin
heat transfer. Results show important differences in the heat transfer patterns between a
pin in the first row and a pin in the third row. In the third row, wider spanwise spacing
allows for two peaks in heat transfer over the pin surface. Additionally, closer streamwise
spacing leads to consistently higher heat transfer for the same spanwise spacing. Due to
the blunt orientation of the pins, the peak in heat transfer occurs off the stagnation point.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4029124]

Introduction

Modern gas turbine engines operate under high thermal and
mechanical stresses with hostile environments of varying severity
for all engine stages. Due to its location immediately downstream
from the combustor, the first stage turbine airfoils are subjected
to gas temperatures that far exceed their melting temperatures.
Maintaining component functionality through an appropriate life-
time is directly tied to the cooling technologies present on and
within the turbine vanes and blades.

Gas turbine vanes and blades are cooled through a combination
of external and internal cooling schemes. Internal cooling includes
a variety of different methods, the selection of which is dependent
on its location inside the component. Where the cross section of
the component is thin, the internal cooling method must fre-
quently provide structural support as well as remove heat. One
such cooling scheme uses pin fin arrays. The addition of pin fins
into a flow increases the heat transfer by adding area over which
heat transfer can take place and by inducing vortical structures at
the pin’s base. Conventional pin fins are cylindrical in shape,
though other shapes have been studied as well [1–6]. Generally,
previous studies have examined the combined effects on heat
transfer from both pin and endwall surfaces. However, isolating
either the endwall or the pin surface is essential in fully under-
standing the heat transfer mechanisms dominant in a pin fin array.

The goal of the present study was to characterize heat transfer
patterns on the pin surface. Specifically, oblong-shaped pins
oriented with their long axes perpendicular to the flow were ana-
lyzed. The current investigation varied both pin spacing and
Reynolds number. The effects of these variations were recorded
for pins in both the first and third rows of a multirow array.

Previous Studies

Much of the early work on pin fin array heat transfer sought to
identify the effects of spanwise (S) and streamwise (X) spacing of
the pins as well as the height-to-diameter (H/D) ratios. Metzger
et al. [7] provided some of the early studies on streamwise and
spanwise variations. VanFossen and associates [8–10] also inves-
tigated the effects of changing pin spacing but reported as well on
the effects of varying H/D. Lyall et al. [11] examined a single row
of pin fins with a constant H/D while varying spanwise spacing
and Reynolds number. Lawson et al. [12] elaborated on this study
performed by Lyall et al. to include multiple rows of pin fins. In

general, the findings from these researchers showed that more
densely packed pin fin arrays and higher Reynolds numbers led to
higher heat transfer.

Armstrong and Winstanley [13] gathered much of the early
work on pin fins to establish heat transfer correlations based on
S/D, X/D, and H/D. These correlations were able to predict array-
averaged heat transfer for pin fin arrays with H/D� 3, 2� S/D� 4
and 1.5�X/D� 5 to within 20%. A more recent correlation
developed by Ostanek [14] used Artificial Neural Networks to
predict 73% of the available data on array-averaged heat transfer
to within 10%.

Researchers have also explored different pin geometries. Chyu
et al. [2] examined square and diamond pin fins and found that
they outperformed cylindrical pins in terms of heat transfer. The
sharp corners on the alternatively shaped pins caused increased
turbulence in their shear layers, leading to higher heat transfer.
Additionally, Chyu [15] investigated the effects on heat transfer
from filleted pins. The addition of fillets led to decreased heat
transfer.

In addition to the heat transfer, the flowfield generated by pin
fin arrays has also been of interest. Ames et al. [16] examined the
influence of channel turbulence on pin fin heat transfer. One find-
ing from this study was that, of the parameters studied, the most
important factor in predicting stagnation point heat transfer was
the approach velocity. Uzol and Camci [3] calculated the turbu-
lence generated from an array of elliptical pins and compared it to
that from an array of cylindrical pins. The turbulence generated
by the elliptical pins was greatly reduced in comparison to the
cylindrical pins and, as such, the heat transfer performance from
the array was also reduced. Tarchi et al. [4] also studied elliptical
pins, but oriented them with their major axis perpendicular to the
flow. While these elliptical pins exhibited higher heat transfer
than the array of cylindrical pins, they generated much higher
pressure drop.

Ostanek and Thole [17,18], also studied the flowfield generated
by cylindrical pin fins. A significant finding from Ref. [17] was
that the vortical patterns shed from the first row of pins were
suppressed by the second row when X/D< 2.16.

The effect of channel turbulence on stagnation region heat
transfer has also been explored. Kang and Sparrow [19] investi-
gated the velocity profiles on the surface of a blunt face in a uni-
form flow. Their computational results showed a decrease in
boundary layer thickness as distance from the stagnation point
increased. Thole et al. [20] investigated the effects of freestream
turbulence on a gas turbine vane. The authors discovered that the
peak level of velocity fluctuations was toward the suction side of
the vane and not at the stagnation point. Similarly, Radomsky and
Thole [21] showed that the peak in heat transfer on a gas turbine
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vane occurred at this location of high velocity fluctuations due to
the high flow acceleration in this area.

Oblong-shaped pins have also been considered in the literature.
A numerical simulation performed by Andreini et al. [5] contained
one row of oblong pins in a converging channel. The combined
effect of flow acceleration through the converging channel and
horseshoe vortex formation resulted in high heat transfer. Ling
et al. [6] studied a combination of cylindrical and streamlined
pins. The streamlined pins were placed behind the cylindrical
pins; the formation of horseshoe vortices that formed on the
streamlined pins enhanced the heat transfer in the area of the
vortices.

Metzger et al. [1] considered oblong pins as well. These oblong
pins had H/D¼ 1 and length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio of 2. The ori-
entation of the oblongs varied with each test, beginning with their
long axes parallel with the flow and rotating until their long axes
were perpendicular to the flow. Certain tests also included the
oblong pins at alternating angles relative to one another. All tests
reported combined heat transfer from both the endwall and pin
surfaces. The authors found that when the pins were aligned with
their long axis to the flow, the heat transfer and pressure drop
across the array were lowest. Conversely, pins aligned at 630 deg
relative to one another gave the highest heat transfer and
corresponding pressure drop.

This review of relevant literature showed that most work in the
past has focused on cylindrical pins or, in the case of alternatively
shaped pins, on combined endwall and pin surface heat transfer
contributions. The present study investigated pin surface heat
transfer on an oblong oriented with its long axis 90 deg to the flow
direction. The study represented a continuation of experiments in
which surface temperature measurements were taken on an oblong
oriented with its long axis 0 deg to the flow. Kirsch et al. [22]
showed that the heat transfer distribution on an oblong differed
significantly from those found on cylindrical pins. These patterns
were strongly dependent on spanwise spacing and Reynolds num-
ber. Due to these unique patterns, the present study was conducted
to understand the effects when the long axis of the oblong is
rotated 90 deg to the flow direction.

Experimental Facility

The test facility used for these experiments was a recirculating
channel, shown in Fig. 1. Air was used as the working fluid and
all data were taken at steady state conditions. The test section was
designed for pins scaled much larger than those in the engine.

The test section walls provided a constant cross-sectional area
channel, with height 63.5 mm and width 1.22 m. One endwall was
constructed of glass and the other of polycarbonate. A centrifugal
blower with variable frequency drive capable of 0.66 m3/s was
used to drive the flow. The flow first entered the inlet plenum
containing a splash plate and was then forced between two sharp-
edge contractions to promote turbulent flow in the channel. The
flow then moved through the channel and out through the exit
plenum, which contained another splash plate as well as a heat
exchanger to remove any excess heat from the blower. The flow-
rate was measured using a Venturi meter, which was located

upstream of the blower. In a previous study by Ostanek and Thole
[18], the flow was validated to be fully turbulent by the first row
of pin fins, or 22.4 hydraulic diameters from the channel inlet.

Experiments were conducted with one heated pin in a three-row
array. Many previous studies [1,7,12,14] have shown that the flow
through a pin fin channel becomes fully developed in the third
row of pins. For this reason, the first and third rows were of inter-
est in this study. The orientation of the pins and their dimensions
are shown in Fig. 2. The location of the oblongs relative to one
another was normalized by their diameter: S/d represents their
spanwise spacing and X/d represents their streamwise spacing.
The height-to-diameter ratio of the pins was unity and the oblong
was twice as long as it was wide. Three sets of data will be pre-
sented wherein the heated pin was located in the first row; six
datasets will be presented with the heated pin in the third row.
The effects of spanwise spacing were examined for the first row
whereas both spanwise and streamwise spacing effects were ana-
lyzed for the third row.

Each experiment was conducted at two pin Reynolds numbers,
ReD, of 4.0� 104 and 6.0� 104. ReD was based on the maximum
velocity in the channel and the length of the pin, D, which was
twice its diameter. The maximum velocity in the channel was
calculated by dividing the mean bulk velocity by the ratio of open
channel area to area blocked by the pins. Matching the pin Reyn-
olds number for each test meant that the duct Reynolds number
changed as spanwise spacing varied. The duct Reynolds number,
ReDh, was defined using the mean (bulk) channel velocity and the
hydraulic duct diameter. As spanwise spacing increased, the duct
Reynolds number approached the value of the pin Reynolds num-
ber. However, with close spanwise spacing, the two Reynolds
numbers varied greatly. Table 1 shows ReD and ReDh for each of
the spanwise spacings tested.

The instrumentation of the oblong with thermocouples made
use of symmetry about the flow direction. Figure 3 shows a sche-
matic of the thermocouple locations on the heated oblong as well

Fig. 1 Schematic of the recirculating test facility [18]

Fig. 2 Orientation and dimensions of oblong pins 90 deg to
the flow. The spacing definitions were normalized by “d” while
the Reynolds number and Nusselt number length scales were
“D.”
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as key s/d locations. Twenty-five thermocouples were placed
around half of the perimeter of the oblong; four thermocouples
were placed on the opposite side of the oblong to validate the
assumption of symmetry. The thermocouples were placed at the
pin midspan. Each oblong was hollow and constructed of a
stereolithographic material with low thermal conductivity
(k¼ 0.175 W/m K) chosen to minimize conduction losses. Around
the perimeter of the oblong was wrapped an Inconel foil heater
with thickness 25.4 lm and attached to the surface of the oblong
using double-sided Kapton tape, also of thickness 25.4 lm. The
heater was placed on the oblong while the epoxy used in the
thermocouple mounting was not yet cured; the epoxy was also
used in mounting the heater to the thermocouples.

On the inside of the oblong was fiberglass insulation
(k¼ 0.043 W/m�K) to further minimize conduction losses. The
maximum conductive losses from the pin to the endwall reached
3.6% of the total heat flux. In a separate study performed by
Ostanek [23], the three dimensional effects of conduction losses
were determined not to influence the resultant heat transfer calcula-
tions. The Inconel foil had a low emissivity value (e¼ 0.21) and
therefore, radiation losses were minimized as well. The maximum
loss due to radiation was calculated to be 0.1% of the total heat flux.

Equation (1) was used to obtain the heat transfer coefficient at
each thermocouple location:

h sð Þ ¼ qin � Rqloss

ApinðT sð Þ � TmÞ
(1)

The heat flux into the pin was a known quantity set depending
on the Reynolds number. The losses were the sum of the

aforementioned conduction and radiation losses, and Apin was the
surface area of the pin. The term T(s) was the temperature meas-
ured by each individual thermocouple; at all locations other than
the stagnation point, the temperature measured was the static tem-
perature. At the stagnation point, the total temperature was meas-
ured. The mean bulk temperature was the air temperature
measured at the inlet to the test section.

As previously mentioned, one benefit of adding pin fins into a
flow is that the surface area over which heat transfer can take
place is increased. The wetted area in the channel is comprised
both the endwall and pin surface. While most of the wetted sur-
face area is on the endwall, a significant amount of the total wet-
ted surface area is on the pin surface itself. For this reason,
knowing and understanding the pattern of heat transfer over a
pin’s surface is essential to fully understanding pin fin array heat
transfer. The percentage of wetted area that lies on the surface of
the pin in the array is given in Table 2.

Uncertainty Analysis

Measurement uncertainty was calculated at 95% confidence
level using the sequential perturbation method described in Moffat
[24]. The error in low and high Reynolds numbers was 3.4%
and 2.3%, respectively. The largest source of uncertainty in the
Reynolds number was driven by the pressure transducers used to
measure the pressure drop across the Venturi meter. The uncer-
tainty in Nusselt number was 3.8% for both Reynolds numbers
and was driven by the uncertainty in the heat flux measurements.

Results and Discussion

The following results discuss the heat transfer over the surface
of one heated oblong pin in an array of unheated pins. In addition
to numerous benchmarking experiments, the instrumented oblong
was rotated such that its long axis was parallel to the flow and the
fully instrumented half of the oblong was facing the flow to
validate the measurement technique. The heated pin was the only
pin in the wide channel. The stagnation point heat transfer in the
form of the Fr€ossling number, given by NuD/ReD

1/2, was com-
pared to values given in literature. The experiment was conducted
with a duct Reynolds number, ReDh, equaled to 2.5� 104. In the
calculation of duct Reynolds number, the mean channel velocity
and duct hydraulic diameter were used. At the stagnation point,
Fr¼ 0.92. Ames et al. [16] reported Fr¼ 0.95 at the stagnation
point of the first row of pin fins having H/D¼ 2, S/D¼ 2.5, and
X/D¼ 2.5. The duct Reynolds number for these experiments was
2.2� 104. Given that Ames et al. [16] showed that the approach-
ing Reynolds number is the most influential in determining stag-
nation point heat transfer, the two studies are comparable and
agree within 3.2%.

The complex flow field and subsequent heat transfer patterns
provided the impetus for the measurement validation technique
described above. The following data analysis will first include a
discussion on the effects of Reynolds number on both the first and
third row heated pins. Next, pin spacing effects will be examined.
Finally, the present results will be compared with the heat transfer
results from oblong pins oriented with their long axis parallel to
the flow and cylindrical pins.

Table 1 Comparison of pin and duct Reynolds numbers

S/d ReD ReDh

3 4.0� 104 1.3� 104

6.0� 104 1.9� 104

3.5 4.0� 104 1.6� 104

6.0� 104 2.4� 104

4.5 4.0� 104 2.1� 104

6.0� 104 3.1� 104

Single oblong pin 4.0� 104 3.8� 104

6.0� 104 5.7� 104

Fig. 3 Location of thermocouples placed around the perimeter
of the oblong with key s/d locations. 0 £ s/d £ 0.54 will be
referred to as the upstream side of the oblong and
2.04 £ s/d £ 2.57 will be referred to as the downstream side of
the oblong. The maximum width of the oblong is located at
s/d 5 1.28. The side of the oblong fully instrumented with ther-
mocouples is the positive flow side that is marked with the s/d
locations, while the opposite side is the negative flow side.

Table 2 Percentage of wetted area on the oblong pin

H/d S/d X/d Wetted area on pin surface (%)

1 3 2.16 36
1 3.5 2.16 30
1 4.5 2.16 23

1 3 3.03 25
1 3.5 3.03 21
1 4.5 3.03 16
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Effect of Reynolds Number in First and Third Rows. Before
discussing the results from these experiments, a short background
on the characteristic behavior of pin fin heat transfer will be given.
Typically on a cylindrical pin fin, the heat transfer is at its maxi-
mum point at the pin’s stagnation point. As the velocity increases
and the boundary layer grows, heat transfer decreases from the
stagnation point. For Reynolds numbers less than 2.0� 105, the
heat transfer continues to decrease until the flow separates
from the pin. For Reynolds numbers greater than 2.0� 105, the
boundary layer transitions to turbulence before separating from
the pin [25]. The transition results in a second peak in heat trans-
fer beyond the stagnation point. As the turbulent boundary layer
develops along the pin, heat transfer decreases until the separation
location. At separation, heat transfer again increases due to
impingement on the trailing edge of the pin from the vortices in
the wake.

On an oblong pin with its long axis parallel to the flow direc-
tion, the heat transfer behavior mimics that of the cylindrical pin.
One key difference, however, is that the boundary layer on the
surface of the oblong transitions to turbulence for Reynolds num-
bers 1 order of magnitude less than the Reynolds number required
for transition on a cylindrical pin [22]. These oblong pins are
more severely impacted by spacing variations than cylindrical
pins due to the longer surface length over which the boundary
layer transitions. The results in this paper are for the oblong pins
turned such that the long axis is perpendicular to the flow direc-
tion: the flow sees a blunt body.

As previously mentioned, the definition of Reynolds number
used for these experiments was based on the maximum velocity in
the channel (through the minimum flow area) and the width of the
oblong facing the flow, which was twice the leading edge diame-
ter. The Nusselt number, also, was based on the width of the
oblong (note the projected distance of the pin facing the flow was
two times the leading edge diameter; see Fig. 2). Though thermo-
couples were placed only on the positive flow side, data will be
presented as a mirror about the positive and negative flow sides
(6s/d) and will be presented in opaque markers. The four thermo-
couples placed on the negative flow side to validate symmetry are
also plotted atop the opaque markers in open markers. The worst
case agreement between the opaque and open markers was 5%.
Heat transfer data will be presented in terms of the Fr€ossling
number.

The impact of Reynolds number in the first row of pins was
minimal, as is shown in Fig. 4 for the first row of a three row array
(N¼ 3). The results in Fig. 4 were representative of the other two
spanwise spacings. The first result of interest was that the highest
point of heat transfer was not located at the center of the pin
facing the flow, nor in its surrounding region. This region,
�0.54� s/d� 0.54, will be here on referred to as the upstream
side of the oblong. As a reminder, Fig. 3 shows key s/d locations.
Over this upstream side, which was essentially a blunt face, NuD

was relatively constant. Near the edge of this region, s/d¼ 0.4, the
heat transfer increased sharply. Kang and Sparrow [19] showed
that the boundary layer on the surface of a blunt object thins with
increasing distance from the stagnation point; the flow experien-
ces high acceleration around the object’s corner. The thinned
boundary layer due to the flow’s rapid acceleration around the
pin’s curved surface led to increased heat transfer performance.

Near s/d¼ 0.9, Fig. 4 shows that the heat transfer reached a
maximum. Beyond this point, the heat transfer steadily decreased,
as is characteristic of flow over a cylinder. The heat transfer
reached a minimum near s/d¼ 1.6, indicating the flow separation
point occurred at this location. The separation point lied just
beyond the positive curvature of the oblong. Beyond the flow sep-
aration, heat transfer again increased due to wake impingement on
the trailing surface of the pin.

Figures 5(a)–5(c) show the heat transfer patterns over a pin in
the third row for three spanwise spacings of S/d¼ 3, 3.5, and 4.5,
respectively. The three datasets were taken at constant streamwise
spacing of X/d¼ 3.03. The data show that there was only a slight

ReD effect on the third row of pins. The higher ReD number cases
produced higher levels of channel turbulence, which in turn led to
higher heat transfer. Many researchers have provided evidence of
increased heat transfer through downstream pin fins due to the
influence of upstream pins [3,7,16,17]. Indeed, at all points along
the oblong surface, the higher ReD experiments generated higher
heat transfer than did the lower ReD experiments. In fact, in all
cases, different flow patterns between the two ReD, caused by dif-
ferent turbulence levels in the channel, could be seen at the maxi-
mum width of the oblong, s/d¼ 1.28. However, the general
patterns in heat transfer were similar for the same ReD among the
three spacings. Along the upstream face of the oblong, the heat
transfer was relatively constant before a sharp increase in heat
transfer and subsequent decrease. The differences near s/d¼ 1.28
were attributed more to spacing and will be discussed in that
context.

Effect of Spanwise Spacing in First and Third Rows. Matching
the pin Reynolds number, as opposed to duct Reynolds number,
for each experiment had several implications for the heat transfer
results. First, matched maximum velocities in the channel resulted
in different bulk velocities for each spanwise spacing tested. The
differences between pin and duct Reynolds numbers for each
spacing were given in Table 1. The difference between maximum
and bulk velocities increased when the spanwise spacing
decreased, resulting in stronger acceleration between the pins.
Such acceleration induced a correspondingly strong pressure gra-
dient between the pins, which affected the heat transfer in this
region. Second, the different bulk velocities caused differences in
heat transfer at the stagnation point of a pin. Ames et al. [16]
showed that the most significant impact on stagnation point heat
transfer is the approach velocity, which is best approximated in
these experiments as the mean (bulk) velocity.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the effects of spanwise spacing for
a fixed streamwise spacing on the first row of the three row array
in which a single pin in the first row was heated. In addition to the
three spacings discussed in the context of Reynolds number
effects, the heat transfer pattern over one single oblong pin in the
channel (not in a row) was added to the figures for comparison.
Note that for the single oblong pin, a much higher duct Reynolds
number occurred (refer to Table 1). Each plot in Figs. 6(a) and
6(b) represents one ReD.

The first observation worth noting was the differences in heat
transfer on the upstream face. With increased spacing came
increased heat transfer due to the higher bulk velocities for the
matched ReD. For each spacing, the heat transfer was relatively

Fig. 4 Reynolds number effects on the first row of oblong pins
at the middle spanwise spacing tested, S/d 5 3.5 (all pin surface
data on the positive flow side, 0 £ s/D £ 2.57, were mirrored)
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constant over the upstream face, with an increase in heat transfer
near the edge of the region, at s/d¼ 0.35. This increase was indic-
ative of the thinning boundary layer in this region. For each
experiment, the peak in heat transfer beyond the upstream face
was at the same location, near s/d¼ 0.9. Interestingly, beyond the
s/d¼ 0.9 location, all of the data for the multiple arrays collapsed
to a single curve for the three spanwise spacings no matter the dif-
ferences in bulk velocity. The collapse of the data for the various
spanwise spacings indicated that the separation phenomena was
relatively independent of Re over the range tested, which sug-
gested that the boundary layer development was more a function
of the pin curvature.

For the case of the single pin shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), a
second peak in heat transfer was seen beginning near s/d¼ 1.28,
which was the location of the crest of the oblong. This second

peak in heat transfer was characteristic of a significant change in
flow pattern, such as the boundary layer’s transition to turbulence.
A combination of the lack of pressure gradient imposed over the
oblong’s curved surface (no side pin) and the higher bulk velocity
led to such a flow pattern that was not seen in the other three
cases.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the effects of spanwise spacing on
the third row of oblong pins for a three row array. Similar to the
first row, spanwise spacing proved to be a significant factor in
determining the heat transfer, especially at the higher Reynolds
number. The difference in magnitude between upstream face heat
transfer and the heat transfer over the curved surface of the oblong
was not as large as in the first row. In fact, in the case with the
closest spacing, the upstream face heat transfer was the location
of maximum heat transfer on the pin.

Channel turbulence played a significant role in the heat trans-
fer characteristics on the third row oblong pin: the flow seen by
the third row was not fully developed. Vortical structures shed
from upstream pins worked to increase the heat transfer over the
entire oblong surface. Therefore, two important flow mechanisms
governed the flow behavior on the upstream face of the third row
of oblong pins: the rapid acceleration around the oblong’s curved
surface combined with the increased turbulent structures in the
channel augmented the heat transfer. Consequently, the heat
transfer pattern for each spanwise spacing varied considerably
because of the different turbulence levels and mean flowfields
generated upstream of the third row. The location of the peaks in
heat transfer immediately beyond the upstream face moved
slightly further in the s/d direction with increased spanwise spac-
ing. The increased momentum from the flow delayed the thicken-
ing of the boundary layer, which delayed the decrease in heat
transfer.

A significant difference between the first and third row heat
transfer was seen near s/d¼ 1.28, the maximum width of the
oblong. At s/d¼ 1.28, heat transfer showed an increase for
S/d¼ 3.5 and S/d¼ 4.5 in the third row. This increase was indica-
tive of a boundary layer transition, much like what was seen over
the surface of the heated single pin (Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)). The flow
around the oblong, spurred by the higher channel turbulence, con-
tained enough momentum to remain attached to the pin’s surface
and transition to turbulence before separating. Also, the pressure
gradient between the pins was not large enough to suppress this
transition. The secondary peak in heat transfer was larger for the
higher Reynolds number case, which was to be expected given the
higher levels of channel turbulence. The pressure gradient
between the pins at the closest spanwise spacing was too strong
for the boundary layer to transition to turbulent flow. Conse-
quently, a secondary peak in heat transfer was not seen at the clos-
est spacing and the heat transfer steadily decreased until flow
separation.

The lowest point in heat transfer for all three cases at both
Reynolds number was the same, indicating that spanwise spacing
did not strongly affect the flow separation point. In all cases, the
flow separated near s/d¼ 1.9, or immediately before the start of
the downstream face of the oblong. The heat transfer on the trail-
ing surface of the oblong was highest for the widest spanwise
spacing, S/d¼ 4.5. For both ReD, this widest spacing showed a
boundary layer transition to turbulence over the peak of the
oblong, s/d¼ 1.28. The higher momentum flow would be
expected to produce a stronger wake, corresponding to higher heat
transfer on the trailing surface of the pin.

Effects of Streamwise Spacing. To analyze the effects of
streamwise spacing, only the high Reynolds number results will
be shown for the third row of pins. To note, the trends for the low
Reynolds number experiments are similar to those for the high
Reynolds number tests but less pronounced. Two streamwise
spacings were tested: X/d¼ 2.16 and 3.03 at three different
spanwise spacings.

Fig. 5 (a)–(c) Reynolds number effects on the third row of pins
at the three spanwise spacings tested
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Figures 8(a)–8(c) show the streamwise spacing effects for each
of the spanwise spacings. Each figure shows that the closer
streamwise spacing consistently exhibited higher heat transfer
along the entire distance around the pin. This higher heat transfer
was most likely due to higher turbulence levels generated by the
closer-spaced oblong pins.

The most significant difference in the two streamwise spacings
was seen at the closest spanwise spacing of S/d¼ 3, in Fig. 8(a).
This experiment with S/d¼ 3 and X/d¼ 2.16 contained the
closest-spaced pins in the channel and therefore generated the
highest amount of channel turbulence. The differences were most
noticeable near the upstream face; the heat transfer over the
upstream face at X/d¼ 2.16 was substantially higher, as was the
secondary peak in heat transfer. Beyond the curve of the oblong,
the heat transfer patterns were similar for the two streamwise
spacings. As discussed previously, the pressure gradient induced
between the oblong pins was a key driver for heat transfer behav-
ior around the curve of the oblong. The strong pressure gradient
between the oblongs counteracted the effect from the stronger tur-
bulence produced when X/d¼ 2.16.

In the cases with S/d¼ 3.5 and S/d¼ 4.5, the closer streamwise
spacing of X/d¼ 2.16 affected the magnitude of peak in heat
transfer beyond the upstream face. In all three cases, the locations

of peak heat transfer were the same for each spanwise spacing.
Similarly, the heat transfer decay from these peaks matched
among the tests. Such behavior indicated that spanwise spacing
and Reynolds number had more of an impact on the flow pattern
around the oblong than streamwise spacing did. Streamwise
spacing variations affected the heat transfer when the spanwise
spacing was close, as in S/d¼ 3. In this case, the level of channel
turbulence was affected. For the wider spanwise spacings of
S/d¼ 3.5 and S/d¼ 4.5, however, streamwise spacing variations
had small effects on the overall heat transfer.

Comparison of Oblong Pins and Cylindrical Pins. To put the
results discussed in the prior sections in perspective relative to
previously studied shaped pins, a direct comparison of the heat
transfer performance can be made. The following results will
compare the oblongs from the present study, with their long axes
perpendicular to the flow (hereon referred to as 90 deg to the
flow), an oblong pin oriented with its long axis parallel to the flow
(hereon described as 0 deg to the flow) and a cylindrical pin. The
data on the 0 deg oblong and the cylindrical pin were taken from
Ref. [26]. For these comparison experiments, the duct Reynolds
number was matched and was equaled to 2.5� 104 for each test.

Fig. 6 (a) and (b) Spanwise spacing effects on the first row of oblong pins at two ReD

Fig. 7 (a) and (b) Spanwise spacing effects on the third row of oblong pins at two ReD
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For reference, the pin Reynolds number was ReD¼ 2.0� 104

through the 0 deg oblong pin fin array and through the cylindrical
pin fin array, but was ReD¼ 4.0� 104 for the 90 deg oblong pin
fin array. Consistent with the data presented in “Results and Dis-
cussion,” the length scale in the Nusselt number was the same
used in the Reynolds number definition, Dh. To note, this length
scale is different than presented in the previous sections. Again,
the results will be presented in terms of the Fr€ossling number.

The heat transfer pattern over a pin in the first row is shown in
Fig. 9. In the case of the cylindrical pin and oblong pin oriented
0 deg to the flow, one row of pins existed in the channel; the test
with oblongs oriented 90 deg to the flow contained three rows
of pins. The spanwise spacing for each test was S/d¼ 3 and the
ReDh¼ 2.5� 104. As previously mentioned, the peak in heat
transfer seen on the cylindrical and 0 deg oblong was at the

stagnation point and steadily decreased from there due to bound-
ary layer growth. As would be expected, the cylindrical pin and 0
deg oblong data at the stagnation location agreed well. When the
oblong was turned 90 deg to the flow, the heat transfer pattern was
quite different, for reasons described in the preceding sections.
The blunt face of the oblong created a different flowfield and
affected heat transfer over the entire surface of the oblong. The
wake behind the 90 deg oblong was inherently larger than the
wakes given off of the cylindrical pin or the 0 deg oblong; there-
fore, the heat transfer pattern on the backside of the 90 deg oblong
also differed considerably from the other two cases. Due to the
streamlined nature of the 0 deg oblong, the flow remained attached
to the pin surface for a longer distance than it did in the other two
cases.

Figure 10 shows the same flow conditions for the pins in the
third row. In the case with the cylindrical pin, seven rows of pins
were present in the channel; in the case of both orientations of
oblong pins, the channel contained three rows of pins. A signifi-
cant difference among the patterns seen on all three pins was
noticeable. The peak heat transfer for all cases occurred at the
cylindrical pin’s stagnation point. The cylindrical and 0 deg
oblong both showed more significant changes in the heat transfer
along the surface as compared with the oblong at 90 deg, which
showed a much flatter heat transfer pattern. The oblong at 90 deg
in the third row was expected to see a higher overall turbulence
level, which would affect the heat transfer coefficients around the
entire pin surface.

A closer look at the stagnation point heat transfer of the three
shapes of pins is given in Fig. 11. The stagnation point heat
transfer on the first and third row pins is plotted against the pin

Fig. 8 (a)–(c) Streamwise spacing effects on the third row of
pins at the highest ReD

Fig. 9 Direct comparison of 90 oblong pin, 0 deg oblong pin
and circular cylindrical pin in the first row with matched ReDh

Fig. 10 Direct comparison of 90 oblong pin, 0 oblong pin, and
circular cylindrical pin in the third row with matched ReDh
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Reynolds number. The first row points are plotted in opaque
markers while the third row points are plotted in open markers. In
the first row, a wider spread in the data was seen for the 90 deg
oblong, indicating a higher sensitivity to the approaching
Reynolds number. However, for reasons previously discussed, the
stagnation point heat transfer on the 90 deg oblong was consis-
tently lower than that on the 0 deg oblong and the cylindrical pin.
In the third row, however, the stagnation point heat transfer on the
90 deg oblong was higher than that on the 0 deg oblong. The cylin-
drical pin still showed the highest stagnation transfer values were
closer together in the third row for each spacing. In the third row,
the channel turbulence generated by the upstream pins was the
dominant factor in determining heat transfer over the pin.

The average heat transfer over the pins’ surfaces in the third
row is shown in Fig. 12, where the values are compared to previ-
ous work found in literature. Despite the differences in heat trans-
fer patterns on the pin surface, the 90 deg oblong and cylindrical
pin generated comparable results in the third row. The 0 deg

oblongs performed significantly worse than both the 90 deg oblong
and cylindrical pin, as is consistent with the previous discussions.
The data on the cylindrical pins fall near the Zukauskas [26] corre-
lation line. Zukauskas also captures the Reynolds number depend-
ence of the 90 deg oblongs well, though the magnitude of
Fr€ossling numbers were higher in the correlation than the values
for the 90 deg oblong. This observation is consistent with the
observations made from Fig. 10; despite the levels of channel tur-
bulence generated by the 90 deg oblongs, the pins themselves
showed worse heat transfer than the cylindrical pins. The Reynolds
number exponent was 0.6 for the range of Reynolds numbers stud-
ied here. The correlation developed by Chyu et al. [27] modeled
less of a dependence on Reynolds number and gave a lower magni-
tude of heat transfer than was seen by the experimental data.

Also plotted in Fig. 12 are data from two pin fin geometries
presented by Lawson et al. [12]. The data show results from two
different spanwise and streamwise spacing sets; each experiment
used pins with H/D¼ 1. From these data sets, Lawson [28] devel-
oped a correlation for average heat transfer, which matched well
with the cylindrical pin data. The correlation is valid for
5000�ReD� 25,000.

Conclusions

Convective heat transfer measurements were taken on an
oblong pin with the goal of better understanding spacing effects.
Isolating a pin’s surface heat transfer highlights complex patterns
otherwise hidden in a completely heated pin fin array. The pins
used in this study were oriented such that the oblong’s long axis
was perpendicular to the flow. Three spanwise spacings and two
streamwise spacings were examined for arrays of three rows of
pins; two pin Reynolds numbers were matched for each spacing
arrangement.

Reynolds number had a minimal effect on the first row of pins
over the range studied. In the first row, the highest point of heat
transfer was found off the stagnation point. Heat transfer was rela-
tively constant over the oblong pin’s upstream face and increased
as the flow accelerated around the curve of the oblong. Just before
the peak of the oblong curve, heat transfer began a steady
decrease as the boundary layer on the pin grew. The lowest point
in heat transfer corresponded to the point where the flow separated
from the pin. Heat transfer subsequently increased on the trailing
edge of the pin due to wake impingement.

Reynolds number had a larger impact on heat transfer in the
third row of pins as compared to the first row due to the channel
turbulence produced through the array. Spanwise spacing varia-
tions proved to strongly influence the heat transfer in both the first
and third rows. The peak in heat transfer beyond the upstream
face increased with increasing spanwise spacing. This effect was
attributed to both increased channel (bulk) velocity as well as a
smaller pressure gradient between two adjacent pins.

In the third row, the two cases with wider spanwise spacings
showed another peak in heat transfer over the crest of the oblong.
Such a change in heat transfer pattern was attributed to the bound-
ary layer’s transition to turbulence. The flow seen by the third row
was far more turbulent than the flow seen by the first row of pins,
which led to a different heat transfer pattern for all three spanwise
spacings. For the closest spanwise spacing, the highest region of
heat transfer was seen on the upstream face of the oblong; the
pressure gradient induced between the pins was strong and dis-
rupted the flow acceleration from the pin’s upstream face. Bound-
ary layer growth began immediately where the oblong curved and
heat transfer subsequently decreased. In contrast, the highest
points of heat transfer wider spacings were seen off the stagnation
point and corresponded with the location of highest flow accelera-
tion. In general, however, Reynolds number and spanwise spacing
variations were shown to have a stronger impact on heat transfer
than variations in streamwise spacing.

Finally, the heat transfer distribution over the oblongs from this
study, oriented 90 deg to the flow, were compared to the patterns

Fig. 11 Stagnation point heat transfer in the first and third
rows of an array versus ReD

Fig. 12 Average heat transfer in the third row of an array ver-
sus ReD compared with correlations found in literature
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over oblongs oriented 0 deg to the flow and cylindrical pins. As
expected, the pattern seen over the 90 deg oblong differed signifi-
cantly from the pattern seen over the other two pins. However, the
average heat transfer over all three pins was similar in the first
row; in the third row, the average heat transfer over the 90 deg
oblongs and cylindrical pins was similar.

The results from this study contribute to the field of pin fin
array heat transfer through isolation of the heat transfer patterns
on the pin’s surface and provide an extension on previous
research. Spacing variations highly influence the heat transfer per-
formance; similarly, the levels of channel turbulence strongly
affect the heat transfer distribution on the surface of a pin, as well
as its overall heat transfer. Knowing these effects and their conse-
quences, a combination of pin geometries and orientations may be
the most beneficial for pin fin array heat transfer. More stream-
lined pins, such as 0 deg oblongs, may benefit from the large wake
and strong turbulence generated by 90 deg oblongs positioned in
the first few rows. By combining geometries and orientations of
pins, higher heat transfer levels, without significant pressure
losses, may be achieved.
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Nomenclature

A ¼ surface area of pin
d ¼ oblong pin diameter
D ¼ length scale used in ReD, NuD; D¼ 2d

Dh ¼ hydraulic diameter, Dh¼ 4(HW)(2Wþ 2H)�1

Fr ¼ Fr€ossling number, Fr¼NuDRe
�1=2
D

h ¼ heat transfer coefficient
H ¼ pin height, channel height
k ¼ air thermal conductivity
L ¼ length of oblong pin
N ¼ number of rows

NuD ¼ pin Nusselt number, NuD¼ hDk�1

NuD ¼ area-averaged pin Nusselt number
qin ¼ heat dissipated by foil heater

qloss ¼ heat lost
ReD ¼ pin Reynolds number, ReD¼UmaxD ��1

ReDh ¼ duct Reynolds number, ReDh¼UmDh�
�1

s ¼ distance along a pin surface
S ¼ spanwise spacing
T ¼ temperature

Tm ¼ mean channel temperature, or bulk temperature
Um ¼ mean axial velocity (x-direction)

Umax ¼ maximum axial velocity (x-direction)
W ¼ channel width
X ¼ streamwise spacing

Greek Symbols

e ¼ surface emissivity
� ¼ air kinematic viscosity
q ¼ air density
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